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C ontrary to some misperceptions, primary care is not
about dealing with simple diseases.1 Primary care in-

volves caring for individuals with multiple acute, chronic,
preventive, mental health, and socioeconomic concerns.2

It is about developing the deep personal knowledge and
relationships necessary to diagnose complex problems that
don’t fit into neat little boxes, and to help people and the
system to manage complexity.3 The ability to manage
complexity helps explain the paradox of primary
care—the observation that primary care physicians pro-
vide poorer quality of care for specific diseases than do
specialists, yet primary care is associated with better
health, greater equity, lower costs, and better quality of
care at the whole-person and population level.3 The cur-
rent fragmented health care system desperately needs to
support primary care to manage patient complexity, if it is
to improve the health of the whole person and the health
of populations and subpopulations.4

In this issue of JGIM, Hwang and colleagues5 de-
scribe and compare four patient types from the primary
care provider perspective: 1) high-effort, 2) high-com-
plexity, 3) high-effort and high-complexity, and 4) low-
effort and low-complexity. They report that primary care
providers at one large academic hospital center in
Boston classified a large percentage of their patients as
high-effort (24%) and/or complex (28%), with one in
five patients being both high-effort and highly complex.
In contrast, many patients (68%) were seen as low effort
or not complex. The authors also evaluate patient char-
acteristics associated with these four categories of pa-
tients, reporting that high-effort patients have higher
rates of medical and psychosocial health problems and
more health care utilization. When distinguishing high
effort only versus high complexity only, Hwang and
colleagues note that high-effort patients were more like-
ly to exhibit substance use and use more outpatient

visits (both to primary care and non-primary care pro-
viders). The findings show that high effort and higher
complexity are not always the same thing.
Managing complex or high-effort patients requires the inte-

gration of different perspectives to facilitate co-learning
among patients, clinicians, and the health care team.6 The
ability to manage complexity is enhanced by investment on
the part of patients, practices, and systems in developing
relationships, even during encounters that are not complex,
so that a "relationship well" can be drawn upon to integrate,
personalize, and prioritize care when things become complex.
However, current simplistic, often disease-specific ways of
measuring quality of care are blind to the benefits of this
investment in relationship, and may unintentionally devalue
connection in favor of Bproductivity^ crudely measured as the
number of patients seen per unit of time.7,8

In addition to a personal relationship, managing complexity
benefits from linkages to deep and diverse resources. The health
care team may notice improved outcomes among a subgroup of
their patients and promote incorporation of interventions or col-
laborations with community resources from this learning to
improve the care of their other patients.
Interventions aimed at redesigning primary care to

address the needs of complex or high-effort patients
have increased in the last decade in response to con-
cerns about reducing the cost of care. Several of these
interventions have focused on what are often called
Bsuperutilizers,^ or those patients with frequent hospital-
izations and emergency room visits. Other interventions
have focused on patients with multi-morbidity. A recent
Cochrane review9 of interventions for patients with
multi-morbid conditions suggests that enhanced care
teams addressing care coordination, individualized care
plans, and patient self-management for specific diseases
may have the greatest effect, while patient self-
management interventions separate from the health care
system or broad health care system redesign without
focused quality improvement targets are less effective.
In addition, interventions clearly need to incorporate
expertise in addiction, mental health, and social needs,
given the increased prevalence of these issues in high-
effort or complex populations. Primary care teams (in-
cluding patients) should be at the forefront of thesePublished online December 21, 2016
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health care system redesign conversations, since they are
best prepared to contextualize the redesign to best suit
their clinic team within the context of their community.
Over half of U.S. physicians reported at least one symptom

of burnout in 2014, with frontline physicians such as primary
care physicians having one of the highest burnout rates.
Addressing complex or high-effort patients is challenging,
and changing health care systems alone requires increased
effort on the part of a primary care team. During health care
redesign, health care system leaders need to take a preventive
approach to burnout by investing in practices’ adaptive re-
serve.10 Efforts to compel primary care teams to focus only on
the most challenging, complex, or high-effort patients are
likely to further burnout.11 However, adequately supported
team approaches to care, and supporting the time during
simpler visits to help develop the understanding and relation-
ships that can be drawn on to help primary care clinicians
manage subsequent complexity, might reduce burnout and is a
worthy investment for the health care system.
In addition to describing complex or high-effort patients,

Hwang and colleagues discuss how better risk adjustment for
complex or high-effort patients could be used for enhanced
reimbursement strategies. Enhanced reimbursement for the
additional care coordination and team-based care required by
these patients compared to lower-effort or less complex pa-
tients is critical for improving patient care and reducing burn-
out. The study by Hwang and colleagues supports increasing
efforts to recognize12,13 and develop mechanisms to support
management of multimorbidity,9 which is the rule rather than
the exception in primary care.14

This study leads to several important yet unanswered ques-
tions which require future investigation. First, how stable is a
patient’s residence in one of the four categories formed by
crossing complexity with effort? Second, do certain primary
care approaches (particularly ones that are largely invisible to
current quality and Bproductivity^ measures, such as investing
in the relationship) affect progression to greater complexity?
Third, how do the primary care tenets (accessibility, whole-
person focus, coordination and integration of care, partnership)
buffer the patient from the adverse effects of a fragmented health
care system, and buffer the system from high and inappropriate
use of singly focused (and sometimes risky) diagnostic and
therapeutic interventions for complexly related problems?
In summary, understanding, managing, and helping others

to manage complex or high-effort patients is a quintessential
feature of primary care, and an under-recognized source of its
value to individuals, families, and communities, as well as to
system effectiveness and sustainability.15 The current overly
simplistic measurement culture devalues primary care’s so-
phisticated role in managing complex or high-effort patients.
Measures and support mechanisms need to recognize this
complexity, and reward, rather than punish, those who are
willing to deal with it.16 Efforts to support bringing the social
determinants of health into health care can help primary care to
manage complexity, if these efforts are appropriately

resourced. Managing complexity involves investing in the
more basic, seemingly simpler levels of care, where providers
develop deep understanding and relationships with patients
that can be drawn upon for the higher-level primary care
functions of integrating, personalizing, and prioritizing care,
and abiding with people to advance healing.17
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